INTRODUCTION
A PREVJOUS paper described methods of analysing reciprocal differences in diallel crosses (Durrant, 1965) , hereafter referred to as paper I. The present paper gives a similar type of analysis for reciprocal means for the purpose of analysing: (1) dominance deviations due to reciprocal differences discussed in paper I; (2) genetic differences determined by factors that are not necessarily mendelian, as for example, in crosses between flax genotrophs containing different amounts of nuclear DNA (Evans, Durrant, Rees, 1965) ; (3) phenotype patterns where no assumptions are made as to the frequencies, distributions or behaviour of genes; (4) non-genetic diallel tables.
In the analysis of genotype patterns the variation is formulated in terms of genetic components, e.g. Jinks' (1954) , Hayman's (l954b) and Griffing's (1956) diallel analyses. Phenotype analyses examine phenotype patterns and give information on the behaviour of the parents on crossing in the generation or generations under consideration, but they vary in detail and complexity and can merge into genotype analyses. For example, part of Hayman's (1 954a) analysis of variance of diallel crosses can be related to genotype patterns; Allard's analysis of variance of genotype/environment interactions is based on Hayman's (1954a) analysis. There are limitations, but on the other hand no assumptions need be made about gene distributions, frequencies, or types of interaction, the variation as a whole being regarded as that due to a biologically interacting system which may be split, for the purpose of defining patterns, into additive and interaction items in an analysis of variance. Like most analyses, phenotype analysis becomes more useful when applied to more extensive data, giving little genetic information on two parents and their F1 but much more if they are grown in several environments, and/or crossed with other parents.
Phenotype analyses described here are appropriate for (1) and (4) above, probably also for (2), and worth trying on (3). The analyses are on the deviations of the F1 values from their mid-parent values the purpose being to detect patterns corresponding to reciprocal differences patterns and which may therefore be due to reciprocal differences. The patterns are described in terms of alpha and beta inheritance, similar to those described in the analysis of reciprocal differences and cannot necessarily be identified with, or subdivided into, components of genetic variation. values, F, including that of Crs when r s onto Pr. W6,. is therefore the covariance of the deviations of the reciprocal means from their mid-parent values of the rth parental array on to the non-recurrent parents. It can also be calculated using Wr, the covariance of the reciprocal means of the rth parent onto the non-recurrent parents, from W6,. = WrVp.
ALPHA INHERITANCE
In the analysis of the reciprocal differences, alpha inheritance of any one parent measures the constant increase or decrease along its male or female array due to its maternal or paternal effect. In its estimation the alpha inheritance of the other parents along its reciprocal arrays is removed (paper I). Similarly, alpha inheritance of the reciprocal means occurs when a parent contributes a constant, or average, dominance deviation along its array of reciprocal means.
Crs is the balance of the dominance effects or potence (Wigan, 1944) The ac values give the average amount of dominance, and its direction, contributed by each parent on crossing with the other parents. If acr is positive, Pr gives dominance deviations in a positive direction, P,. being dominant if it has a large value, recessive if it has a small value. If two parents, Pr and F8, have a0 values which sum to a greater value than (Pr -F8) heterosis occurs when they are crossed. 2d, is mean dominance, equal to the mean difference between parents and F1s. 
The sums of squares are given in table 2 (a) where alpha is split into mean dominance, 2a, and dominance deviations, a0, of individual parents about mean dominance. The residual sum of squares measures all other dominance deviations which cannot be included in alpha. The three sums of squares are related respectively to the three sums of squares, (b1), (b2), (b3), of Hayman's (l954a) analysis. Both 25 and (b1) measure mean dominance but whereas a and residual sums of squares contain the remaining dominance deviations, in Hayman's analysis some may be included in another item, (a), the variation between mean effects of each parental line. The (a) and (b) symbols in brackets denoting Hayman's items are not the same as the a and b symbols used here for estimates of alpha and beta inheritance. Some tests of significance are given in section 5.
The female array covariances, W, plotted against the male array covariances, W, were used for interpreting reciprocal differences (paper I).
In the absence of reciprocal differences and dominance all points are together at W = W = Vp. Dominance deviations spread the points along a line of unit slope through the origin, reciprocal differences spread the points at right angles to this line, so that both can be studied together on the same graph (see section 5). The array covariance for the reciprocal means given in table 2 (b) have been split to give a mean covariance, W of all arrays, and deviations of individual array covariances, w from the mean. The more dominant parents are displaced towards the origin, i.e. when a,. and Fr are both large and positive, or both large and negative, and the more recessive parents away from the origin. W,. = w+ w is the array covariance used by Jinks (1954) in the Wr/ Vr graph for examining the direction and distribution of dominant genes, and gene interaction. Consequently alpha inheritance spreads the points on the WrIVr graph in the same general directions with regard to dominant and recessive parents as in his genotype analysis.
Array variances, Vr formulated in terms of alpha give cumbersome expressions which make it difficult to interpret the slope given by alpha inheritance on the Wr/ 17,. graph, although worked examples have given only small non-significant deviations from unit slope. When all ac values are equal giving a uniform dominance deviation, 2ã, over the whole table, due for example to some general interaction of parents and F1s with environments, the expressions reduce to In the analysis of reciprocal differences (paper I), beta inheritance of any one parent is a measure of the difference in dominance between its reciprocal arrays calculated from the regression of the reciprocal differences along its arrays on to the parents. This is the same as subtracting the regression of its male array onto the parents from that of the female array. In estimating the beta inheritance of one parent the beta inheritance of the other parents along its arrays is removed. Similarly, in the reciprocal means, beta inheritance of any one parent measures the dominance of the reciprocal means along its arrays calculated from the regression of the dominance deviations of the reciprocal means onto the parents. Since Wcr = WrVP, the regression coefficients are related to the arrangement of points on the Wr/ Vr graph ofJinks (1954) except that they are adjusted to remove, for any one parent, the beta inheritance of the other parents along its array, and to make the regression line for the array of any one parent pass through the origin when Pr = Ps i.e. a parent crossed with itself shows no dominance.
The method may be approached via the potence ratio, as follows.
The average dominance ratio, or potence ratio (Wigan, 1944) of a cross between two parents, Pr, P3, is the average dominance expressed as a fraction of half the parental difference, 2Crs -P8
Beta inheritance measures the contributions of individual parents to the potence ratios over the whole table. The contribution of Pr in crosses with other parents, P8 is measured by bcr in 2Cr3 = bcr(PrP8). Taking into account the contribution of both parents of each cross and omitting the factor of 2 this becomes Crs = (berbcs)(P8Pr), which is beta inheritance. The least squares equations are 
, with beta inheritance the more dominant parents are again displaced towards the origin on the Wri Vr graph and the more recessive away from the origin. 2JPr' Wr is also a measure of the overall direction of dominance, being negative for dominance in a positive direction. Beta measures the dominance potentials of the parents, which are derived from the potence ratios. It also measures the increase in average dominance in a positive or negative direction, with increase in parental difference.
Alpha, if estimated jointly with beta, may be used as an adjustment such that beta will also measure decrease in average dominance with increase in parental difference, and other patterns that cannot be measured by either separately. An illustration is given in table 4. In 4 (a) there is no dominance. 4 (b), (c) and (d) contain beta only; the first parent is fully dominant in (b), in (c) it is partially dominant and in (d) it is fully recessive. In 4 (e) the first parent is fully recessive to the second parent, shows partial dominance with the third and is fully dominant to the fourth. This pattern can be converted to beta by subtracting 5 units from each F1 in the arrays of the first parent, i.e. subtracting an alpha component. In 4 (f) the trend is the same as in 4 (e) but it is less pronounced and can be converted to beta by subtracting 2 units. In the analysis the contributions of other parents are taken into account with the result that joint estimates of alpha and beta accommodate a large range of patterns. On the other hand beta may act as an adjustment to alpha for parents of more similar genetic constitution which give less dominance on crossing. Writing Cr = acr+acs+ (bcbc3)(P8Pr) the joint estimates for alpha and beta inheritance are obtained from the equations in table 5. The sum of squares is Eber[(n 1) WP,CJ + L'acrCr with 2n-l degrees of freedom. 
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Beta inheritance superimposed on a uniform dominance increment, 2a, over the whole table where Crs = 2a+ (bcrbcs) (P8Pr) is estimated from the equations in table 6. The sum of squares is Genically, gene dispersion giving approximately equal parental values could be usefully analysed with alpha. Beta gives an exact fit for extreme gene association; if a major gene were responsible for most of the variation beta would be correspondingly large. 
RECIPROCAL DIFFERENCEs AND MEANS
Reciprocals of a particular cross deviating by equal amounts in opposite directions from the mid-parent value are said to be symmetrical (paper I). If one reciprocal difference has the mid-parent value and the other deviates in either direction the reciprocal difference is said to be asymmetric. Reciprocal differences between these two forms are partially asymmetric.
Reciprocal differences were measured in terms of alpha and beta inheritance (paper I) and their estimates are denoted here as ag and bg respectively. Combining formulae for reciprocal differences and reciprocal means, Yrs (Pr+Ps) +crs+grs.
The alpha contribution of female parent Pr to dominance is ar = aer + agr, and that of the male parent, Pr is ard= acr-agr. Similarly, the beta contributions are
If dominance deviations are due entirely to asymmetric reciprocal differences, and the factors determining the reciprocal differences influence the female arrays only, bgrbg 2bcr, and the male arrays only bgrmg = 2bcr.
Therefore female array effects give a regression coefficient of O5 for bon bg, and -O5 for male array effects. If the reciprocal differences are partly asymmetric the slope is reduced and if there is no consistent measure of asymmetry due to either male, or female, array effects, or the dominance deviations are due to other causes than reciprocal differences, there will be no significant regression. b,, = 0 and is thus unaffected by b9.
If alpha inheritance of the reciprocal differences influences the respective parents by the same amount as it does the crosses, it will have no effect on the reciprocal means which will have mid-parent values and all a values will be zero if there is no other component of dominance present. If it is asymmetric, or partly asymmetric, and it does not influence the parents by the same amount as the crosses the reciprocal means will also show alpha inheritance. If it is asymmetric and the parents are not influenced, if the female arrays are increased or decreased, = 2 (acrand if the male arrays are increased or decreased a9, = -2(acr-dc) the regression coefficient of ac on a9 being 05 and -05 respectively for female and male array effects as before. It follows that with alpha reciprocal differences, if there are no dominance deviations then either alpha influences the parents and crosses alike, or it is symmetrical, but if there is a significant regression of ac on a9 alpha is asymmetric, or partially asymmetric, and either does not influence the parents at all or does so to a greater, or lesser, extent than it does the crosses. = 0 because a9 values measure the relative magnitudes of the reciprocal differences, but a may be determined by the a9 values depending on whether they consistently add to, or subtract from, the maternal or paternal arrays, so that an estimated value, 19, could be obtained from 19=2a.
If alpha and beta occur together in the reciprocal differences, the above relations do not necessarily hold, particularly with regard to the inflation of the regression coefficients which may occur for several reasons. First, erratic deviations may inflate the a and b values. Second, alpha and beta of the reciprocal differences are redistributed about a common mean b9. Third, b9 values correlated with the parental values are split into two parts in the joint analysis; one part, due to asymmetry of parents, is transferred to b9 and the other part is transferred to alpha, contributing a9 values, a9 -not correlated with the parental values. This second part gives a regression coefficient of 2 (n 2) for ac on a9 for female array effects, negative for male array effects, and is always greater than O5, but it does not give an exact fit, in terms of a values, to the resultant dominance deviations. The first part can also be transferred to alpha if required but its contributed ag values, a9k, are correlated with the parent values.
The contributions of correlated beta to alpha are calculated as follows. 
_______
In the same way that reciprocal differences in paternal directions do not necessarily imply paternal effects (paper I), a negative ac/ag or bc/hg correlation does not necessarily mean that the paternal array effects are paternal in origin for the above relations are based upon the assumption that the dominance deviations would be in the same direction as the asymmetric, or partially asymmetric, reciprocal differences which caused them. The correlation would be negative for example where the maternal environment of a small species was sub-optimal for the proper development of heterotic F1 families given by crosses with other parents.
Dominance deviations of the reciprocal means shift the points on the W/ W graph along a line of unit slope, reciprocal differences shift them at right angles to this line. It is necessary to determine whether comparable changes in reciprocal differences and dominance deviations are recorded to the same extent by the graph. The point, Wr, Wr, may also be located by '*/ Wr from the origin along the line of unit slope and at at right angles to the line of unit slope. For comparative purposes it will be useful to assume that all dominance deviations are due to asymmetric alpha or beta reciprocal differences and since b0 or ac is only half as much as bg or ag the expressions can be written as Wr and zv,. respectively, or for comparative purposes simply Wr and Wr and these are given in table 7; (i), in the absence of alpha and beta; (ii) to (v), for beta; and (vi) to (ix), for alpha.
Taking beta, the average position of the points, W, is given in (ii). The variation about the average position in each direction is expressed as a variance in (iii) to (v). The spread of points along a line of unit slope is in general much greater than at right angles to it except when EbP' = EbgP' = 0, i.e. when there is no correlation between b and F, and the two variances are equal. When completely correlated, and writing b9 -kP' in (v), the points are spread out along a line of unit slope, as deduced by another method in paper I, the displacement of the line from the origin being dependent upon (ii). Thus with asymmetric beta inheritance the spread of the points along the line of unit slope is generally greater than at right angles to it.
Turning to alpha, both W and th are dependent upon the correlation of a with P but, as demonstrated in paper I, ag makes no contribution to V so that all points are dispersed along the line of unit slope oniy. Thus the W/ W graph gives greater weight to dominance deviations than to reciprocal differences, and a smaller scatter about the line of unit slope than along it does not necessarily mean that reciprocal differences are smaller than dominance deviations which could themselves be due to the reciprocal differences. The interpretation of the distribution of the points along a line of unit slope in the W/ W' graph given in the previous sections in terms of alpha and beta, and dominant and recessive parents, is in general the same as the interpretation of points on the WT/V graph of Jinks (1954) and Hayman (1954) . Contributions will also be made to the Wri Vr graph by asymmetric or partially asymmetric reciprocal differences. i.e. extreme maternal inheritance, = -05 (uniform beta) and all reciprocal means have mid-parent values (no dominance). There is no way of adding or subtracting the estimated a9 values derived from the above equation, although giving an exact fit to the reciprocal differences, to obtain the original table of maternal effects, nor the same table of reciprocal means, apart from the unlikely situation where half a9 values were added and subtracted respectively to rows and from columns. It may therefore be possible to establish whether b9 is due to uniform beta or correlated alpha since there would be no correlation between a9 and ac values for uniform beta but there would be for correlated alpha, unless the parents are influenced by alpha to the same extent when the situation would be indistinguishable from uniform beta.
Independent estimates of alpha and beta cannot be obtained when they occur together in the analysis of either reciprocal means or differences, and it is not possible to obtain a complete separation of the estimates in the reciprocal differences where, too, the influence of alpha on the parental values may cause difficulties which may be reflected in the analyses of means and differences. A partial separation of alpha and beta in the reciprocal differences was given in paper I where the sums of squares and products were set out and compared. A more critical test of significance for means and differences is to determine whether the joint mean square for alpha and beta combined takes out a significantly greater amount of variation than does the alpha, or beta, mean square obtained in the analysis assuming only alpha, or beta, present.
In genetic diallels reciprocal differences are measured independently of the parental values whereas dominance deviations are dependent upon them. In competition diallels the measurement of both means and differences is dependent on the parental values. The analyses in this and paper I are essentially regression analyses where the parents are assumed to have fixed values. "Competition" in competition diallels is estimated by McGilchrist (1965) in the same way as alpha inheritance is estimated here, giving tests of significance which include an item equivalent to parental error variation. Transposed to these symbols, and using the appropriate residual variation, V€9 for reciprocal differences, V€, for reciprocal means, plus the error variation of the parents, Vep, the error mean square for testing the 2a'mean square in table 2 (a) is + (n -1) Vep, and for a it is V + Vep. For testing a9, Veg is appropriate for genetic diallels but Veg + Vep should be used for competition diallels. The use of the residual variation for TTe allows tests for uniformity of alpha or beta along arrays whereas a single large dominance deviation may give significance using the error from replication. It is often the case that the parents can be obtained and grown in larger numbers more easily than the F1s of crosses between them since crossing within the parental lines may be unnecessary, thereby reducing the parental error variation to a relatively small amount. Twice the number of individuals for the parents are frequently used in diallels. The alpha and beta estimates may also be tested for uniformity over replicates.
EXAMPLEs
For illustrative purposes, Jinks' and Broadhurst's data (1963) on rat weight at birth and 100 days will be used (the reciprocal differences were analysed in paper I), and F1 and F2 data of a diallel cross of flax genotrophs and genotypes (Durrant and Tyson, 1964) . Another analysis in paper I on a .Nicotiana diallel recorded by Jinks and presented by Hayman (1 954a) gave alpha inheritance in the reciprocal differences and it was concluded that this was probably due to the arrangement of the families in the greenhouse. The 94, 3l, 34, 05, . The regression coefficient of ag/ac is 024, but the correlation coefficient is only 008, i.e. dominance deviations are not directly and uniformly affected by the greenhouse arrangement which is to be expected since it is impossible to have one greenhouse effect to operate only on the female arrays and the other on the male arrays. slope. The alpha and beta estimates are given in tables 9, 10, and the analyses of variance in table 11. In the F1, 2a only is significant. In the F2, where 2i has even greater significance, beta is only marginally significant, and in the joint analyses, although they are themselves highly significant, beta does not take out a significant amount of variation over and above that taken out by 2d or alpha as a whole. Therefore dominance deviations are best interpreted in terms of alpha inheritance, in the F1 and F2, which is almost entirely due to the mean dominance deviation 2d which in the F2 is half that in the F1. The 2a, values are also significant using the critical test.
There is a high correlation between means and variances of the parental 2N (1 954a) and Jinks (1954) . Hayman's analysis gave (b1) highly significant which agrees with the present analysis. The Wr/ Vr graph gave a line of unit slope and the (Wr + V) /P,. correlation was virtually complete (r = -0'96 and -0'94 for F1 and F2 respectively). The data also give highly significant 2a values (tables 9, 10, 11) using log, plant weight. When the Wr and Vr values are recalculated using only the estimated ac values inserted in the diallel table, the points fall on a line of unit slope which is in the same position as the line obtained using the original data. Both M and S have small values of ac in the F1 so that the deviations from the mid-parent values in each of their arrays are determined by the other parents, mainly the two linseed varieties R and D. Since the ac values of R and D are positive and these varieties have the largest parental values they are also dominant, and M and S which have the smallest parental values are recessive. Consequently a parent may be characterised by whether it is dominant or recessive and whether the dominance or recessiveness is mainly determined by itself or by the other parents. In the F2 the ac value of S is relatively high and would mean, were it significant, that the dominance of the other parents in crosses with S are largely determined by S.
(ii) F1 weights at birth and at 100 da,ys in a diallel cross with rats Jinks and Broadhurst (1963) showed that at both times the Wr/ Vr graphs approximated to lines of unit slope but there was a reversal of dominance, line 6 having most dominant genes at birth and the most recessive genes at 100 days, line 3 having the most recessive at birth and the most dominant at 100 days. The negative correlation of (Wr + I',') at the two times is virtually complete, r = -0'97. As far as the analysis of reciprocal differences was taken (paper I) there was considerable scatter on the W/ l' graphs, indicating large reciprocal differences, but significance was obtained at 100 days only, and using the more critical test mentioned here, both alpha and beta are significant. The b values were positively correlated at the two times but the ag values were reversed, r = -0'75. It could be that the reversal in alpha inheritance, i.e. the reversal of maternal effects at the later age, is responsible for the reversal in dominance shown by the Wr/Vr graphs, a relation which may show up when the alpha reciprocal means and differences are compared. There was also a large negative / value in the joint analysis at 100 days which was interpreted as being due to the milk yield of the parents.
Before analysing the reciprocal means a further examination of the reciprocal differences is necessary. The b0 values (paper I) at 100 days are highly negatively correlated with the parents, r = -0'94, implying that larger parents are more dominant, and smaller parents are more recessive, in their female arrays since there are large positive and negative values of bg. If interpreted in terms of maternal effects the negative correlation could be due to such causes as differences in litter size, differential response of F1 families to maternal environments including milk yield, low correlation between parental weights within the diallel table and weight of parents crossed possibly because of reversal of effects, or milk yield not being positively correlated with parental weights. It could be, in fact, that the high bg value in the joint analysis is due to the high correlation of bg with P. Ic is -0'029 and an estimated value for t5g assuming it to be entirely due to correlated beta, calculated from kEP'3/2EP'2, is -037, which is fairly close to -030 (paper I). b, calculated from beta alone is positive, 0l5 (paper I); calculated from alpha alone it is -012 (not -006 as given in paper I) which is probably a reflection of correlated beta. Therefore the high negative bg value is reasonably interpreted as being due to correlated beta which Alpha and beta estimates of the reciprocal means are given in tables 12, 13 and the analyses of variance in table 14 where both joint estimates are significant. In each case alpha takes out a greater sum of squares than beta. The correlation coefficients between the estimates at birth and 100 days in table 15 (a) show, unlike that for the (Wr + Vr) values, no overall reversal in dominance; the reversal shown by beta alone, which contributes less to the dominance deviations, disappears in the joint analyses. The two sets of alpha values are in close agreement except those of parents 3 and 5 which have substantial reversals. The difference between the two forms of analysis may therefore be one of degree. The phenotype analysis is picking out a pattern of dominance deviations which is fairly uniform over the two times; the (Wr + Vr) analysis is assessing the distribution of dominant genes at the two times on the assumption there are no gene interactions, or upsets due to large reciprocal differences, hidden in the WrIVr graph.
The correlations between reciprocal means and differences are given in table 15 (b). At birth they are small. At 100 days alpha reciprocal differences, ag, are significantly correlated with alpha dominance deviations, ac, Since there are substantial correlations at 100 days, estimated ac and b values were calculated from the regression coefficients in table 15 (b) and used to determine how far the reciprocal differences might be responsible for the dominance deviations. This was done for alpha, beta, joint alpha and beta, and joint alpha and beta with bg transferred to alpha. Estimated alpha took out two thirds of the mean square for a;, beta accounted for one third of the mean square for b, in table 13, and the others gave no fit. The negative correlation of (W + Vr) at the two times remained in each case. In the phenotype analysis therefore there is evidence that a good portion of the dominance deviations at 100 days could be due to reciprocal differences, presumably maternal effects which affect the parents and F1 families differently. If the negative correlation in the (Wr + Vr) analysis is due to reciprocal differences these occur erratically within reciprocal arrays or, if of the alpha or beta type, affect both male and female arrays to more or less the same extent. In a recent paper van Cortmerssen and Beardinore (1966) describe a reversal in dominance at two times of development in both reciprocals of a cross between two inbred lines of mice.
NON-GENETIc DIALLEL TABLES
Formulae for genetic reciprocal differences were modified for the analysis of competition diallels in paper I. Formulae for genetic reciprocal means can be applied directly to competition diallels, and it is only necessary here to interpret alpha and beta competition. A competition diallel, with slightly altered heading, is reproduced in table 16 where Yrs is the weight of the species Pr when grown with the associated species P3. The mean yield of any two species grown separately, hereafter called the mid-species value, subtracted from their mean yields when grown together carried out over all pairs of species gives a table of Crc values similar to I (b). A species has alpha competition if the mixture means involving that species are increased or decreased by a constant amount over the means of the respective pairs of species grown by themselves. A species has beta competition if the mixture means of that species are increased or decreased in proportion to the values of the associated species grown by themselves. Taking for example a small species, if the mixture means to which it contributes are equal to the midspecies values concerned there is neither alpha nor beta competition, but if the mixture means tend to the larger species by a constant amount this gives a positive value of ac for that species. If the mixture means tend to the other species in proportion to the values of the other species grown alone, a relatively large positive, or small negative, value of b is obtained, i.e. in terms of the genetic diallel the species is recessive. Since members of each mixture are identifiable and can be compared with their respective species grown alone ac/ag and bclbg correlation studies are not so useful as in genetic diallels.
Combining reciprocal means and differences, Yrs = (Pr + P8) + Crs+gr8.
The change in species Pr due to alpha when grown with the other species is a,. = aer + agr, and the change in the associated species due to alpha when grown with F,. is a8 = aer-agr.
Similarly beta contribution of species F,. is br = bc,.+4bgr, and the beta contribution of the associated species when grown with r is = bcrbgr.
On the W,./ W8 graph, equivalent to the WR/ W graph of paper I, all species are at W,. = 0, W8 = Vp, denoted Z (paper I), when there is no competition in reciprocal means or differences. Competition affecting only the reciprocal means spreads the points along a line of unit slope as in genetic diallels except that it passes through Z instead of the origin.
8. SUMMARY 1. Formulae are set out for analysing reciprocal means of genetic diallel crosses in terms of alpha and beta inheritance.
2. Alpha measures individual parental contributions to uniform dominance deviations (potence) along their respective arrays. Beta measures the amount by which dominance changes with respect to the parental differences for each parental array (potence ratio). Both are related to alpha and beta inheritance of the reciprocal differences.
3. The analysis may be used to examine the phenotypic pattern, to determine how far uniform reciprocal differences are responsible for dominance deviations and for examining data wherein classical gene differences are not necessarily inferred.
4. The formulae are also applicable to competition diallels. 5. Analysis of a diallel cross of genotrophs and genotypes of Linum (Durrant and Tyson) gave significant alpha inheritance. 6. A diallel cross of rats (Jinks and Broadhurst) gave significant joint alpha and beta inheritance at birth and 100 days, and evidence that some of the dominance deviations at 100 days was due to maternal effects, but changes in dominance at the two times could not be directly associated with the significant changes in reciprocal differences.
